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Louella Thomas, author “An American Nightmare”
Women are infrequently the focus of child abuse – physical abuse, much less sexual abuse; yet we
know that women have a presence as predators, a distinct profile in the generation of sexual abuse
onset and ongoing victimization of the subjects. The female actor in this case – pimp, trafficker, trading
on the young childrens' loyalties to her as their mother, present a particularly compelling profile of a
female psychopath.
Our heroic speaker, author of the family horror story “An American Nightmare”, Louella Thomas,
covers a landscape of unremitting, unresolved sexual abuse of three very young children, covering
discovery, attempts at reporting, court intervention, total failure of protection and seemingly
irretrievable loss of the children as the mother and paramour /predator escape (with the blessings of the
court) to parts unknown.
Authorities knew exactly what crimes were being committed – sexual brutality/sexual trafficking of
young children/collusion of authorities in cover up of multiple crimes/engagement in sexual battery of
children. First degree actors were those immediately involved from the inception of the crime,
secondary actors were those whom had knowledge of acts being committed – who did nothing!
Our focus today is to look at this horror as it unfolded in the presence of multiple levels of institutional
FAILURE :
Police
DCF
Family Court
Impotence of Legal Intervention
We do not intend to shy away from those issues too often not mentioned – Criminal Engagement of
primary first responders to a crime scene or to the source of initial intervention – police – personal bias,
driven by discretion and fundamental, pervasive incompetence related to inadequate training,
supervision, expertise. All of the above conspire to fail to provide fundamental uncontaminated
evidence, time line, witness evidence, scientific evidence, clear legal procedure to create an objective
framework for moving forward to serve and protect vulnerable populations.
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